A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
&
DANTE ALIGHIERI’S EPIC POEM,
INFERNO

CREATED & PRESENTED BY TH-JS-II-10-D & TH-JS-II-13-D
SCENERY OF ATHENS

TH-JS-II-10-D

THE SCENERY WILL BE AN OLDER CHARMING CITY. THE CITY WILL HAVE DATED BUILDINGS AND ROADS TO ADD CHARACTER TO IT.
SCENERY OF THE LIMBO
TH-JS-II-10-D

This area will be a rural outdoors road or walk way on that will lead the couples to the gate of hell.
SCENERY OF THE GATE OF HELL

THE GATE OF HELL WILL BE A TAD BIT SPOOKY AND MYSTERIOUS.
SCENERY OF THE FOREST OF THE LUSTFUL

After the couples enter the gate of hell they will be in the burning forest of the lustful. The set will have fire like affects, burning trees and smoke.
LIGHTING FOR THE ATHENS
TH-JS-II-10-D

The lighting for the Athens scene will be bright white and yellow until the couples go to leave. The photos lighting is similar to how it will look for the scenes in Athens.
LIGHTING FOR THE LIMBO
TH-JS-II-10-D

The lighting for the limbo will be orange and red with a yellow and blue light to show that it is getting dark outside and the sun is ready to set. The limbo will be a darker color because the couples don’t want to be seen or found.
LIGHTING FOR THE GATE OF HELL

The gate of hell will be dark blue and purple to portray a spooky and dangerous vibe.
LIGHTING FOR THE FOREST OF
THE LUSTFUL

The forest of the lustful will be red and orange with yellow lights to represent the fire and burning woods. The fire and burning woods show how it is wrong that the couples are not doing what they are told and they are just following lust and love.
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